FANCY
PICKS
from the SUMMER FANCY
FOOD SHOW 2018

Fancy Food 2018 Stats

Specialty Industry Skyrocketing

2.6k+ 12.9%
200k+ $140.3bn
exhibitors

sales growth since 2017

specialty products

specialty food industry

Shroomin’

Don’t let the psychedelic packaging fool you, the magic
in these mushrooms comes courtesy of bold flavors
and a healthy dose of vitamins and minerals.
Shrooms have transformed mushrooms into
a line-up of nutrient-rich snacks, from light
crisps to chewy “jerky” and even a
mushroom bar. Whichever style you
choose, Shrooms pack an umami
punch and an unexpected
snacking experience.

Conscious
Cacao

A focus on high quality
ingredients and the farmer-toconsumer ethos behind Madécasse
chocolate has rendered delicious
results. Directly sourcing both heirloom
cacao and pure vanilla beans from
Madagascar brings a harmonious depth of
flavor to these bars. Bitter, sweet, fruity and floral
are just a few of the complex notes you’ll find in a
single square of this fine chocolate.

Time for a Töst

Sophisticated nonalcoholic beverages
are on the rise, and with delicious options
like Töst out there it’s easy to see why.
This elegant, slightly effervescent white
tea combines subtle notes of citrus, white
cranberry and ginger for a truly elevated
experience. The sleek bottle and golden
hue makeTöst an instant celebration.
Cheers to that!
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Top Notch Tortillas

Masienda is on a mission to “elevate the everyday tortilla for the next generation of eaters.”
These exceptional tortillas feature blue, red and heirloom corn, sustainably sourced from small
farms from the US and Mexico. With a sumptuous texture and subtle, earthy flavor, Masienda
has just about perfected the humble tortilla.

An Unexpected Creamery

With whimsical hand drawings and a
parchment paper wrap, vegan cheeses
from The Uncreamery conjure all the
comfort and nostalgia of traditional
dairy. The cashew brie was a
standout pick for us, with a
smooth, creamy, perfectly
spreadable texture.
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CooCoo
for Kuku

We were delighted to
discover kuku in this year’s
Incubator Alley. Onya Natural
Foods, hailing from San Francisco,
packages up the traditional Persian food
made of chickpeas, vegetables and eggs.
Each of the 4 varieties is accompanied with a
bright green sauce, an outrageously delicious
combination of cilantro and mint that perfectly
complements the spiced snack.

Nettles

Did you know nettles are nutritional powerhouses that are safe to touch (and eat!) when
cooked? We saw nettles popping up throughout the show this year, brewed into tea,
pressed into soft cheeses and baked into the delicious crackers from Basket’s crunchy
nettle thins. The light, delicate crackers have a flaky crunch, and get a pop of color and
flavor from nutritious nettles.
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Sea (weed) Foods

The Good Spoon is mixing up vegan mayo with a secret ingredient: microalgae.
This aquatic superfood forms the base of their nutritious, plant-based mayos,
which range from classic to garlic herb to curry, all spot-on
in taste and texture.

Switch It Up

Switchel, invented hundreds of years ago in the
mountains of Vermont, combines apple cider
vinegar, ginger and maple syrup into one
refreshing elixir. The folks at Upmountain
Switchel have perfected this historic
beverage, using only the purest natural
ingredients crafted in a traditional
style. The sweet, tangy, zesty
beverage is great on its own
or mixed up with your
favorite spirit for an
unexpected summer
cocktail.
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And that’s just a
nibble of the action!

Get in touch for more of our take on top
trends and how these insights can transform
your brand.

Join The Conversation:
Wendy Church

Director, Client Services
wendy@wallacechurch.com

Celsae Vandenberg

Strategy, Innovation Director
celsae@wallacechurch.com
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wallacechurch.com

330 east 48th street, ny, ny 10017

212-755-2903
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